Computing evapotranspiration (ET) with satellite-based energy balance models such as METRIC (Mapping EvapoTranspiration at high Resolution with Internalized Calibration) requires internal calibration of sensible heat flux using anchor pixels ("hot" and "cold" pixels). Despite the development of automated anchor pixel selection methods that classify a pool of candidate pixels using the amount of vegetation (normalized difference vegetation index, NDVI) and surface temperature (T s ), final pixel selection still relies heavily on operator experience. Yet, differences in final ET estimates resulting from subjectivity in selecting the final "hot" and "cold" pixel pair (from within the candidate pixel pool) have not yet been investigated. This is likely because surface properties of these candidate pixels, as quantified by NDVI and surface temperature, are generally assumed to have low variability that can be attributed to random noise. In this study, we test the assumption of low variability by first applying an automated calibration pixel selection process to 42 nearly cloud-free Landsat images of the San Joaquin area in California taken between 2013 and 2015. We then compute T s (vertical near-surface temperature differences) vs. T s relationships at all pixels that could potentially be used for model calibration in order to explore ET variance between the results from multiple calibration schemes where NDVI and T s variability is intrinsically negligible. Our results show significant variability in ET (ranging from 5% to 20%) and a high-and statistically consistent-variability in dT values, indicating that there are additional surface properties affecting the calibration process not captured when using only NDVI and T s . Our findings further highlight the potential for calibration improvements by showing that the dT vs. T s calibration relationship between the cold anchor pixel (with lowest dT) and the hot anchor pixel (with highest dT) consistently provides the best daily ET estimates. This approach of quantifying ET variability based on candidate pixel selection and the accompanying results illustrate an approach to quantify the biases inadvertently introduced by user subjectivity and can be used to inform improvements on model usability and performance.
Introduction
Evapotranspiration (ET) is an essential part of any hydrologic investigation as it represents the flux of water between soils, plants, and biosphere [1] . Since 75% of the world's freshwater withdrawals support agriculture [2] , estimating ET as consumptive use accurately over a watershed is crucial for efficient water resources planning [3] . ET can be assessed at different scales of observation with multiple approaches and methods [4] such as the field-scale water balance approach using weighing lysimeter [5] , the field-scale energy balance approach using the Eddy Covariance (EC) technique [6] and scintillometers [7] , and the leaf-or plant-scale energy balance approach using Sap-flow techniques [8] . These methods vary in size of effective area measured, cost, complexity, and accuracy. However, the footprint of field ET measured by these methods is smaller than the watershed area, usually by orders of magnitude, which often creates significant discrepancies in ET estimates at spatial scales larger than plot or field scales [9] . Most commonly, ET over an agricultural region is measured by multiplying a weather-based estimate of reference ET by crop coefficients (which can vary with crop type and crop growth stage) [10] . This method of estimating ET is popular since it can be applied with ease. However, since crop growth and vegetative stage can vary significantly even for the same crop in a watershed due to spatial variability in soil, fertilization and irrigation practice, slope, basin orientation, temperature, and numerous other factors [11] , this method of estimating watershed ET requires multiple assumptions and increases uncertainty in the results. Uncertainties can propagate directly or indirectly (i.e., through additional hydrologic models) into decision-making processes of water right managers, water resource planners, ecologists, and researchers, potentially causing issues such as inaccurate allocation of water rights, higher redundancies or deficiencies in water infrastructure, and inaccurate estimates of ecological flows [12] [13] [14] .
To overcome these problems, remotely sensed data have been used in conjunction with surface energy balance models to estimate ET [15] . Of the many surface-energy-balance-based remote sensing models available, this work uses the Mapping EvapoTranspiration at high Resolution using Internalized Calibration (METRIC) model since it was specifically designed for agricultural areas and parameterized according to the factors most relevant to the characteristics of our study area. It was also chosen since it uses freely available Landsat satellite imageries that are taken every 16 days, thereby capturing the vegetation growth stages within a watershed.
ET is estimated in METRIC by taking the energy consumed by the ET process as a residual of the surface energy balance equation [16] . This energy is called latent heat flux (LE) [W/m 2 ] and is represented by LE = R n − G − H
where the net radiation, R n , is the balance of all incoming and outgoing short-wave and long-wave radiation [W/m 2 ], G is the soil heat flux [W/m 2 ], and H is the sensible heat flux [W/m 2 ]. Although METRIC has been proven to be a powerful tool in estimating evapotranspiration for larger areas, the accuracy and final results depend on user selection of parameters, submodels for calculation of components in energy balance, and calibration pixels [16] . Acknowledging this, Allen et al. [17] states that anchor pixel selection used in the calibration process (called CIMEC-Calibration using Inverse Modeling at Extreme Conditions) can correct for lingering biases in parameter selection associated with estimation of albedo, atmospheric correction, land surface temperature, emissivity, soil heat flux, and net radiation. This makes calibration of METRIC one of the most important steps in obtaining accurate ET estimates. The calibration process in METRIC requires identifying a "hot" and "cold" anchor pixel pair based on extreme conditions within a given image. In such an image, a well-irrigated pixel with maximum possible evapotranspiration is considered to be "cold", and a dry field with almost no evapotranspiration is "hot". Selecting these pixels, however, requires careful consideration of properties other than surface temperature (T s ), including normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), surface albedo, and land use type. In the past, calibration pixel selection was completely dependent on expert judgement, but researchers have recently begun creating processes to automatically identify a subset of pixels from which the final selection is made [18, 19] . Although METRIC has been used by water resource managers for a variety of applications such as water rights management, water allocation, and estimation of water yield, the need for expert judgement in the calibration process makes METRIC a complicated tool for operational use. A calibration process that facilitates a completely automatic application of METRIC would significantly expand its use as an operational model rather than primarily as a research tool.
One of these automatic pixel selection algorithms, a statistics-based procedure by Allen et al. [19] , simplifies the techniques traditionally requiring extensive knowledge of remote sensing processes and vegetation indices. Although their procedure significantly reduces the number of potential anchor pixels, the final pair must still be selected using expert judgement. Furthermore, while the METRIC model itself has been validated (e.g., Bhattarai et al. [20] using a process similar to the procedure explained in Allen et al. [19] ), no attempt has been made to evaluate ET results from the model calibrated using pixels from automated calibration. Rather, previous evaluations of the automated calibration pixel selection processes [18, 19] have only compared the temperature of the anchor pixels selected by an expert to the temperature of the pixels selected by the algorithm.
A study by Morton et al. [21] has, to a certain extent, evaluated calibration uncertainty in METRIC ET results by applying a calibration process similar to that used by Allen et al. [19] , and concluded that automatic calibration processes can produce ET estimates very similar to time-intensive manual efforts. Morton's study used a distribution of reference ET fraction (ETrF) computed for the specific study area using METRIC results from five trained users. Although Morton's method would help in automating the calibration of METRIC, two major limitations prevent the uptake of the method by a general METRIC user: (1) it involves a computationally intensive procedure (Monte Carlo simulation), and (2) it requires a generic cumulative distribution function (CDF) of ETrF for the study regions (which is usually lacking).
In this paper, with an objective of estimating the calibration variability in METRIC ET, we examine the properties of anchor pixels selected by automatic procedures and identify additional properties other than NDVI and T s that affect calibration processes. To do so, five sets of calibration pixel pairs, encompassing all possible combinations, were prepared using all available calibration pixel sets. These calibration sets were then used to find the variation in ET. Previous studies suggest that, based on the nature of the automatic calibration pixel selection process, only small and random variations of final ET should occur when using this approach. However, our results indicated significant spatial differences in ET across the study area. Furthermore, one of the five sets we investigated provided consistently better results across multiple years, showing that NDVI and surface temperature alone do not capture all relevant surface properties required for the calibration pixel selection process. These results will be useful in operational aspects of METRIC calibration, allowing the user to be aware of the variability in ET results caused by calibration pixel selection.
Materials and Methods

Study Area
This study focused on an agricultural area in San Joaquin-Sacramento River Delta area ( Figure 1 and Table 1 ). A U.S. AmeriFlux site with an EC flux tower in the area was used to compare and quantify the variability in ET due to the calibration pixel selection process in METRIC. The farm plot (Twitchell Alfalfa) has been used to farm alfalfa, with crop rotation occurring every 5-6 years. The alfalfa at the site is harvested by mowing and bailing several times per year and is irrigated periodically by flooding ditches around the field [22] . Based on the recommended procedure developed by Allen et al. [19] , we selected calibration pixels from a study area within a 30 km radius around the available weather station (Figure 1 ). 
Measured ET Data
An Eddy Covariance (EC) system with GILL WM 1590 sonic anemometers and a LICOR LI-7500A CO 2 /H 2 O gas analyzer was used at the flux site. Daily flux data from this site was postprocessed and provided as 30 min average datasets [23] . The EC instruments were mounted at a height of 2.8 m above the ground.
Landsat Images
We performed our analysis with Landsat images since this allows ET to be mapped at field scales. Additionally, ET measured using an EC tower has a fetch of about 100 times [24] the station height, so METRIC results using Landsat will give an accurate representation of the area around the station.
We used all available nearly cloud-free Landsat 7 (With Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus or ETM+ sensor) and Landsat 8 (with Operational Land Imager or OLI sensor) images covering the station within the ET measurement period ( Table 2 ). Even though the satellite images are captured using different sensors, Kilic et al. [25] did not find significant differences in NDVI and ETrF computed from these imageries. Therefore, we did not treat these images differently in our study. The cloud mask created using the CFMask algorithm [26] , provided within the Landsat Collection 1 Level-1 Quality Assessment (QA) band, was used to determine cloudy pixels. Only images with less than 20% cloud coverage (by area) were used. To remove cloudy images not identified by CFMask and QA bands, the weather station and validation site location in these images were visually inspected using a contrast enhancement function provided by Google Earth Engine (GEE) [27] (see Section 2.3). This function uses a Styled Layer Descriptor (SLD) to render red, green, and blue bands that produce images with equal brightness levels. Rather than download Landsat imageries, we used GEE to access and analyze Landsat data from the public catalog GEE provides. Freely available hourly meteorological data from the California Irrigation Management Information System (CIMIS) (last accessed 17/11/2017) was used for this study. Specifically, we used CIMIS Station Number 140 (Twitchell Island) in Sacramento, CA since this is the only site that has data for the complete study period.
Land Cover Data
Land cover data available in the GEE catalog from the USGS National Land Cover Database 2011 were used to identify the agricultural land use pixels and pasture land use pixels required for this study.
METRIC Model
METRIC is a satellite-based image processing model that computes ET as the residual of energy balance as given in Equation (1) above. METRIC first computes available energy as (R n − G), which is then divided into LE and H. In our work, the components of energy balance needed to compute R n were estimated using the formulations provided in Allen et al. [16] and Allen et al. [17] . In these studies, the formulations have been provided in detail for Landsat 5 and 7. However, since we also included Landsat 8 for our studies, there were a few components which we had to formulate using related newer studies.
These components include surface albedo, α, which was computed for Landsat 8 using weighing coefficients based on Ke et al. [28] . They used the Simple Model of Atmospheric Radiative Transfer of Sunshine (SMARTS) radiative transfer model to determine the weighing coefficients for Landsat 8 OLI sensors. This is similar to the procedure used in Tasumi et al. [29] to compute surface albedo for Landsat 5 TM and Landsat 7 ETM+ sensors. Due to the consistency between the two methods of calculating albedo using weights for each band of similar wavelengths across different satellite sensors, significant biases in the reflected solar radiation were not introduced into the model [30] .
Surface temperature was computed based on the single channel method outlined in Sobrino et al. [31] for Landsat 5, Jimenez-Munoz et al. [32] for Landsat 7, and Yu et al. [33] for Landsat 8. Of the two bands in Landsat 7 that can be used to compute radiometric surface temperature, we used the high gain band (VCID_2) since our analysis required better estimates of temperature for vegetated areas. Similarly, from the two Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS) bands of Landsat 8, band 10 was used since band 11 is known to have larger calibration uncertainty [34] . In addition to thermal bands, this method requires land surface emissivity (ε) and water vapor content (w) to compute surface temperature. Water vapor content (w) was used from the weather station data and emissivity (ε) was computed using the NDVI threshold method.
The remaining components of energy balance for the model were computed using Allen et al. [17] . Of the multiple soil heat flux relationships available, our study used the following relation which uses net radiation (R n ) to compute soil heat flux [16, 35, 36] :
Sensible heat flux (H), which is one of the key components of METRIC, is estimated using a one-dimensional bulk aerodynamic temperature-gradient-based method as
where ρ is the air density (kg/m 3 ), c p is the air specific heat at constant pressure (J/kg K), r ah1,2 is the aerodynamic resistance (s/m) between two heights Z 1 and Z 2 above the zero-plane displacement height of vegetation (z om ) where endpoints of dT are defined, and dT is the vertical near-surface temperature difference (K). The near-surface heights Z 1 and Z 2 are assumed to be 0.1 m and 2 m above the zero-plane displacement height (z om ). The value of r ah1,2 is calculated using wind speed extrapolated from some blending height above the ground surface (typically 200 m) and using an iterative stability correction scheme based on Monin-Obhukhov functions [37, 38] . An iterative solution is needed because this aerodynamic resistance (r ah1,2 ) is influenced by the buoyancy caused by surface heating which is driven in turn by the sensible heat Flux (H), and both r ah1,2 and H are unknown at a given pixel.
The parameter dT, which is the difference in temperature at two near-surface heights (usually T z1 = 0.1 + z om and T z2 = 2.0 + z om ), is difficult to compute directly because the temperatures at these two levels estimated from satellite sensors will have uncertainties greater than their differences [16] . To overcome this issue, METRIC uses an approach developed by Bastiaanssen [35] that approximates dT as a linear function of T s given by dT = a + bT s
where a and b are regression coefficients. These coefficients are determined using a procedure that first selects two extreme condition pixels in the image, one which represents maximum LE (cold pixel) and the other which represents minimum or zero LE (hot pixel), then implements Equations (1) and (3) on these pixels. Bastiaanssen [39] assumed that, at a cold pixel, all available energy is used up for latent heating, so H ≈ 0. At a hot pixel, conversely, all available energy is used up for sensible heat flux, so LE ≈ 0. For the METRIC application, it is assumed that the latent heat flux corresponds to the ET value that is 5% more than the ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers) standardized alfalfa-based reference ET at a selected cold pixel. Similarly, it is assumed that, at a selected hot pixel, the latent heat flux corresponds to the ET value that is bare soil ET due to prior precipitation events calculated using the FAO-56 soil water evapotranspiration model [10, 17] . An iterative solution approach is then applied at these two "anchor" pixel locations to determine dT and, subsequently, the relationship between dT and T s . Readers are referred to Allen et al. [17] for more details on the iterative process.
Google Earth Engine for METRIC
We used Google Earth Engine (GEE) [27] and the associated Python API to develop and implement METRIC in an entirely web-based environment that does not require download of any raster data (Landsat, Digital Elevation Model (DEM), and land use) or use of a personal computational engine. GEE is a cloud-based geospatial processing platform developed by Google Inc. and combines large (petabyte scale) storage capabilities, which contain archived remotely sensed imageries, with a powerful computational infrastructure optimized for parallel processing of large geospatial datasets. It also supports charting, dynamic mapping, and table/image export features, making it easier to visualize intermediate results without needing to download anything onto a personal computer. Additionally, most of the GEE's algorithms use per-pixel algebraic functions, making it ideal to apply irrespective of the region or scale (provided that the data are available for the region).
Selection of Calibration Pixels
An overview of the modeling process with selection of calibration pixels for this study is presented in Figure 2 . We used the process outlined in Allen et al. [19] and Bhattarai et al. [18] to select the sets of candidate calibration pixels. The selection of candidate calibration pixels using the method outlined by Bhattarai et al. [18] provided a smaller subset from within those pixels selected using Allen et al. [19] , because we iteratively increased the window size in small increments for NDVI and T s as suggested by the authors. This resulted in a final window size which was much smaller for the former method than the latter one. Although the selection method outlined by Bhattarai et al. [18] provides a smaller set of calibration pixels and has been shown to perform with comparable accuracy in the final ET results when compared to the method used by Allen et al. [19] , we used the latter method since our goal was to understand the variability in dT between candidate pixels due to small variations in T s and NDVI. Additionally, the calibration pixel selection process developed by METRIC developers (i.e., Allen et al. [16] ) is considered a standard method and has been recently used in Earth Engine Evapotranspiration Flux (EEFlux) [40] .
The study area for this work was selected following Allen et al. [19] who suggest an area with a radius of 20-30 km around the weather station to be used for calibration of the model for the given image. Since the elevation around our weather station does not change drastically, we assume that the elevation adjusted temperature, determined using a customized lapse rate (T sDEM ), and wind speed across the terrain [41] , which is used for calibration, do not change drastically. Due to the minimal elevation differences, we used an area with the maximum possible radius of 30 km suggested by Allen et al. [19] . The corrections for temperature with elevation (T sDEM ) and wind speed were, however, performed for this study using Allen et al. [17] and Allen et al. [41] . If there are significant changes in elevation which could affect T sDEM or wind speed, the area used for calibration needs to be divided into regions with similar elevation and climate, and terrain corrections applied. Within the 30 km radius area, we used pixels with land use (LU) classified as Pasture/Hay, Cultivated Crops, and Grassland (LU codes 81, 82, and 71, respectively). The selected pixels were filtered as recommended by Allen et. al [19] to eliminate effects of clouds, field edges for thermal pixels, and T s vs. NDVI relationships. For homogeneity in the thermal pixels, we filtered the image using a 7 × 7 pixel cluster and rejected any pixels having a standard deviation greater than 1.5 K, as recommended by Bhattarai et al. [18] . Similarly, to avoid too much variation in NDVI within calibration polygons, we rejected pixels with coefficients of variation (Standard Deviation/Mean) greater than 0.15 (per [19] ). Some images had clouds not identified by the F-mask algorithm in QA bands; these were manually delineated before calibration.
Hot and Cold Pixel Set Identification
Allen et al. [19] states that a cold pixel candidate can been found to lie in the coolest, most vegetated 1% of areas within the image (the coldest 20% of the 5% highest vegetated pixels). Similarly, a hot pixel candidate can been found to lie in the hottest, least vegetated 2% of the image (the warmest 20% of the 10% lowest pixels). So, we followed Allen et al. [19] , which has been used successfully for finding calibration pixels, so that the method of the calibration pixel selection process would be consistent with other similar applications of METRIC [21, 42] . Additionally, since the model is used for estimating consumptive use in agricultural watersheds, we assume that there will be ample agricultural pixels during the growing season other than dry bare pixels, so a larger subset of hot pixels was selected than of cold pixels for our analysis.
To identify cold pixels, the pixels with top 5% NDVI were first isolated. From these pixels, those with the lowest 20% of T s were further selected. This provided a sample of 1% of the coldest pixels having the highest NDVI and lowest temperature. From this 1% set, the cold pixels were then chosen to be within ±0.2 K of the average temperature and within ± 0.02 of the albedo threshold calculated using the equation provided in Allen et al. [19] , which was parameterized for Southern Idaho, as follows:
where α is the albedo threshold and β is the sun angle above the horizon.
Computing the albedo threshold using Equation (5) resulted in most of the cold pixel albedo values falling between 0.18 and 0.25, which is within the suggested range of albedo for a representative reference alfalfa (0.23). Also, since the study was performed during growing seasons with higher β values, we did not change the parameters of Equation (5).
Like NDVI, the Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI) [43] is another common vegetation index that provides useful information on vegetation growth. However, since NDVI has a more linear means of specifying the reference ET fraction compared to SAVI [19] , we only used NDVI during the calibration pixel selection process. To verify this assumption, SAVI values were calculated for both cold and hot candidate pixels. The distributions of these values are shown in the Supplementary Materials section of this paper ( Figure S1 ). The horizontal line where SAVI equals 0.69 indicates when Leaf Area Index (LAI) becomes "saturated" (LAI ≥ 6.0). Above this, the leaf area does not vary significantly. In Figure S1 , we note that SAVI values can exceed the full LAI conditions. However, ET r F and crop coefficients (K c ) tend to reach maximum values near full-cover conditions, same as the NDVI [44] . Thus, in this case, NDVI was the correct choice for the cold pixel selection process.
To identify hot pixels, the lowest 10% NDVI pixels isolated from the candidate pixels were first selected. From these, the hottest 20% of T s pixels were then selected. This provided a sample of 2% of the hottest pixels with lowest NDVI from the candidate pixels. Hot pixels within ±0.2 K of the average temperature were then chosen from this 2% set. The reference ET r F for this pixel was then computed using ET r F bare from the water balance model provided in FAO-56 [10] . Hot pixels were selected from regions of homogenous agricultural land use having bare soil conditions and, therefore, low values of NDVI. Bare soil pixels in some cases have vegetation residue but still have low NDVI values [45] . These pixels with organic cover need to be removed from the calibration set because the insulation provided by this cover can reduce soil heat flux (G) which may not be accurately captured by the relationship developed to estimate G in our study. Some of these low NDVI pixels with vegetative cover have higher albedo values than dry bare soil [46] . So, to remove pixels with organic cover within our hot candidate calibration pixel set, we removed hot pixels which had albedo values higher than 0.30~0.35 [19] . The sets of hot and cold pixels were then used to determine the dT vs. T s relation for calibration of the model.
Determination of the dT vs. T s Relationship from Selected Candidate Pixels
Values of dT computed from each hot and cold pixel selected from the step above were used to plot dT vs. T s and identify the variations possible in calibration relations. Five sets of calibration pixel pairs were then selected from these possible calibration relations (Figure 3 ). These were selected so that the intercept and slope of the calibration line ("a" and "b" from Equation (4)) would encompass every possible relation within these available sets of calibration pixels.
The first set of calibration pixel pairs consists of a cold pixel with the lowest dT value and a hot pixel with the lowest dT value (Figure 3 ). This pair of pixels is referred to as the "Min Min" set hereafter (minimum cold pixel dT and minimum hot pixel dT). Similarly, the second pair of calibration pixels consists of a cold pixel which produced the highest dT value and a hot pixel with the highest dT value-the "Max Max" set (maximum cold pixel dT and maximum hot pixel dT). The third pair of calibration pixels consists of the cold pixel from the Min Min set and the hot pixel from the Max Max set-the "Min Cold Max Hot" set (minimum cold dT and maximum hot dT). Similarly, the fourth set of pair of calibration pixels consists of the cold pixel from the Max Max set and the hot pixel from the Min Min set-the "Max Cold Min Hot" set (maximum cold dT and minimum hot dT). The fifth pair of calibration pixels consists of the closest cold and hot pixels from the weather station-the "Closest" set. 
Determination of Daily ET
These five sets of anchor pixels were used individually to calibrate the model and determine sensible heat flux (H). The reference ET fraction (ETrF, assumed constant within one day) was then computed as the ratio of instantaneous ET to reference ET. We did not use sloping terrain corrections since the study area was mostly level. Daily ET (ET 24 ) was then computed as
Five sets of ET 24 were computed by calibrating the model with each anchor pixel pair. An evaluation of the effect of calibration pixel selection on the model was done based on the model's ability to accurately predict daily ET values at the flux tower; common model evaluation criteria such as Pearson's correlation coefficient squared (r 2 ), Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) [47] , Root-Mean-Squared Error (RMSE), and mean percent bias (PBias) [48] were used to evaluate model performance.
Daily ET values from the flux tower were computed using the 30 min data provided through US-AmeriFlux (http://ameriflux.lbl.gov/). Data filtering for spikes or instrument malfunctions, cross wind and humidity correction for the sonic anemometer, and removal of fluxes for low friction velocity were already performed before data distribution [22] .
To correct daily flux data, which had an energy balance closure of~15%, an energy balance correction factor was computed using 30 min data having all energy balance components available. This method of forcing was used in Twine et al. [49] . Since this method assumes that the Bowen ratio is correct, we first filtered the flux data to remove data close to sunrise and sunset. When net radiation was less than 50 W/m 2 , flux values were assumed to be close to sunset and sunrise and were not used to find the correction factor. The correction factor (CF) is computed for every half hour as
where R n _FT is the net radiation measured at the flux tower, G_FT is the soil heat flux measured at the flux tower, H_FT is the sensible heat flux measured at the flux tower, and LE_FT is latent heat flux measured at the flux tower. Any CF values outside 1.5 times the interquartile range were filtered and a sliding window of ±15 days was used to compute the median value of CF. These values were first used to compute the correct LE_FT, which was then used to compute daily ET values. These ET values were in turn used as data points to evaluate METRIC ET results.
Results
Properties of Candidate Calibration Pixels
Given that METRIC calibration requires two anchor pixels which are usually selected based on the NDVI and T s of the image [50] , NDVI and T s values of the candidate hot and cold pixels are expected to have low variability. Results reflect this, with the coefficient of variation (standard deviation × 100/mean) of NDVI and T s of candidate pixels (Figure 4 ) having low variability across the images used. However, the variation of available energy within these candidate pixels is significantly greater than the variation of NDVI and T s , showing that the calibration process also depends on available energy (R n − G). Scaling the relative variability of the three properties between 0 and 1 clearly highlights this difference in the coefficients of variation (scaled_NDVI, scaled_T s , and scaled_Available_Energy; Figure 4) .
Individual values in the boxplot (Figure 4) show the coefficient of variation in the candidate pixel set for each image. An example from 24 July 2014 of what a value in this boxplot would denote is presented in Figure 5 . For this date, the coefficient of variation of scaled temperature is 0.3% for the cold pixel set and 0.4% for the hot pixel set (the least variation compared to NDVI and available energy). For the same date, the coefficient of variation of scaled NDVI is 1.3% for the cold pixel set and 9.4% for the hot pixel set. Finally, the coefficients of variation of scaled available energy are 20% for the cold pixel set and 66% for the hot pixel set, both notably higher than for NDVI and T s . Since the calibration pixel selection process exclusively uses NDVI and T s , these variables necessarily have low variability across all the images, as shown in Figure 4 . The figure also clearly illustrates that variability within hot candidate pixels is generally higher than within cold candidate pixels. Figure 3 shows that the cold pixel dT ranged from −1.2 • C to 0.1 • C and hot pixel dT ranged from 3.0 • C to 4.9 • C for 24 July 2014. The median value of dT was 0.5 • C for cold pixels and 4.8 • C for hot pixels across all images. Figure 5 shows the available energy for pixels which produced maximum and minimum dT values in the calibration process, as well as the available energy for the closest pixel. Contrary to what might be expected based on the nature of hot and cold pixels, the pixels with maximum and minimum dT values among the set of calibration pixels did not precisely correspond respectively to the pixels with highest and lowest values of available energy; the cold pixel with minimum dT is about 15 W/m 2 greater than the minimum available energy in this case. However, this is only 16% of the total variation in available energy. The location of these sets of calibration pixels from 24 July 2014 is presented in Figure 6 , along with the spatial distribution of NDVI, T s , and available energy (R n − G). From this figure, it can be observed that the image has two distinct regions-a region with less vegetation, higher surface temperature, and lower available energy (eastern side) and another region with more vegetation, lower surface temperature, and higher available energy (western side). However, rather than being concentrated in only these two regions, hot and cold pixels are scattered across the study area. In some instances, where clouds were not filtered correctly, cold candidate pixels were sometimes concentrated in areas with clouds and shadows due to lower temperatures around the area. So, each candidate pixel selection result needs to be manually checked for such errors.
With the automated pixel selection process, there were a total of 47 hot and 38 cold candidate pixels selected for this day. Manual inspection of these pixels in NDVI, RGB, and T s images as suggested by Allen et al. [19] and Bhattarai et al. [18] indicated that any of them could feasibly be considered an anchor end-member pixel for calibration. That selection would depend subjectively on the modeler. (24-07-2014 ). Inset shows a polygon from which the cold calibration pixel was selected and has minimum dT.
Effect of Calibration Pixel Selection on ET
The effect of selecting various calibration pixel sets on ET within the study area was evident as shown by the variability in ET in Figures 7 and 8 . Figure 7 illustrates the spatial variability in daily ET computed using the sets of calibration pixels for a specific date, while Figure 8 illustrates the frequency distribution of these ET values. Together, these figures show that, in the study area, highest ET resulted from the Min Min set (5.8 mm) and lowest ET resulted from the Max Max set (4.5 mm). This was an expected result since the Min Min set calibrates using a low dT value, which would provide lower H values and, thus, higher LE and ET values. Similarly, the Max Max set calibrates using higher dT, which would provide higher H values and, thus, lower LE and ET values. The highest variability was in the Max Cold Min Hot set with a standard deviation of 2.5 mm, while the least variability was in the Min Cold Max Hot set with standard deviation of 1.8 mm.
The frequency distribution of these ET maps, along with their means and standard deviations, is presented in Figure 8 . The least variability is observed when the model was calibrated using the Min Cold Max Hot set with a standard deviation of 1.8 mm, while the highest variability is observed when the calibration was done using the Max Cold Min Hot set with a standard deviation of 2.5 mm. The peaks for the Max Max set and the Min Cold Max Hot set occur at approximately 6.5 mm while the peaks for the Min Min set and the Max Cold Min Hot set occur at approximately 7.5 mm. ET distributions do not have a discernable scaling or skewing factor according to the calibration sets. The range of variability in ET due to calibration pixel selection can be seen through the coefficient of variation of mean ET values (4% to 20%) computed using different calibration sets, as illustrated in Figure 9 . This figure also shows that variation in ET due to calibration pixel selection is not affected by antecedent moisture conditions due to rainfall, but variability in ET due to calibration does have an increasing trend with time within the growing season. This increase in the coefficient of variation could possibly be attributed to higher variability in lower ET values later in the growing season (Figures 9 and 10 ). 
Evaluation of Daily ET Estimates from Different Calibration Sets
Comparisons of modeled results with ET estimated at the flux tower are presented in Table 3 and Figure 10 . We selected daily ET for validation since daily values are considered to be more useful than instantaneous ET, especially for agricultural applications [16] . Additionally, diurnal storage of heat averages out over daily time scales, which causes better energy balance closure and thus provides better estimates of ET [51] . The closest set results reflect what the values would be if the anchor pixel were selected using the traditional method, closest to the weather station, as suggested by Allen et al. [19] and Bhattarai et al. [18] . Additional results from Table 3 indicate that although r 2 is similar for all the sets for each year, ET computed using the cold pixel that provided the minimum dT and the hot pixel that provided the maximum dT (the Min Cold Max Hot set) performed the best, with higher NSE, lower RMSE, and lower Pbias. For the results of 2015, the Min Min set performed as well as the Min Cold Max Hot set. The worst set for calibration was the Max Max set, which had lower r 2 , lower NSE, higher RMSE, and higher Pbias values. These results also indicate that METRIC overall underestimated ET, resulting in negative biases for most cases.
At any date in the time series, the difference in ET between the flux tower value and ET from any of the calibration sets was no more than~70% (Figure 10) , showing that the temporal pattern of ET is well captured when using any of the calibration sets for computation of ET. The temporal pattern was better captured for 2013 and 2015 with higher NSE values than 2014. 
Discussion
Candidate Calibration Pixel Properties
The variability in ET computed using different sets of anchor pixel pairs shows that there are properties of candidate calibration pixels that cannot be completely quantified using only NDVI and T s . As the candidate pixels have very low variability in T s for a consistent ET result across the study area regardless of which candidate pixel pair is chosen, it was expected that the iterative calibration process would converge to the same dT. Based on suggestions in previous studies, H could be expected to absorb the biases introduced at earlier steps of the model run. However, our results indicate that not all candidate pixel pairs converge to the same dT, and the differences in dT at these pixel locations are large enough to have a significant effect on final ET results. Furthermore, calibration of the model using a specific dT vs. T s (Min Cold Max Hot) relation provided consistently better results across multiple years despite little variation in T s , and dT values coincide closely with available energy. Therefore, it can be presumed that the large differences in dT among the candidate pixels were not random noise, and that the inclusion of available energy into the calibration pixel selection process could potentially improve the calibration process and provide better estimates of ET.
When comparing properties of candidate pixels, we see that cold pixel sets have lower variability compared to the hot pixel set, which can be explained by the properties of the study area and the nature of these extreme pixels. Cold pixels are more readily available than hot pixels because it is easier to find well-watered agricultural pixels in a region having large areas of irrigated agriculture, since these have a relatively consistent set of surface conditions. Hot pixels, on the other hand, lie within dry, bare agricultural areas with higher T s , and can have more varied surface conditions [21] . The higher variability in surface properties of hot candidate pixels leads to higher variability in dT.
The automated calibration processes in previous studies [18, 19, 21] have used a specific property of pixels (surface temperature or T s ) to evaluate the performance of the candidate pixel selection process. However, our study shows that evaluating the automated calibration process using temperature might not be useful because of the small variation in T s between candidate pixels. While the evaluation performed by Bhattarai et al. [18] did compare daily ET to EC flux tower data, the final anchor pixel selection in their work was based on a temperature window of 0.25 K with an NDVI window of 0.01 from which the closest pixel to weather station was chosen. Based on our analysis, these temperature and NDVI windows are comparable to the variability within candidate pixels, meaning that ET variability would not be reduced. As an example, in Figure 5 , NDVI variability ranges between 0.05 and 0.07 while T s variability ranges between 0.1 K and 0.4 K for cold and hot pixels, respectively. This shows that ET computed with any pixels in the windows specified by Bhattarai et al. [18] should have similar variability in ET as that shown in our work.
A surface property that affects the calibration process is the actual weather station surface roughness. Any application of METRIC using past weather data requires us to estimate the surface roughness of the weather station using remote sensing data. Given the wind speed at a specific known height and an assumed logarithmic wind profile, this surface roughness is used to approximate the wind speed at a height 200 m above the ground surface. This predicted wind speed is considered to be constant throughout the image. Any error in this extrapolation can lead to error in the calibration process and final ET results.
Model Performance
Other studies have attempted to investigate the variation in the end-member pixel's impact on model accuracy [21, 50] . These studies explain that by selecting pixels that have increased (or decreased) temperature of hot and cold extremes together, the values of evaporative fraction (EF) increase (or decrease) with similar impact. These studies also explain that varying end-members should not substantially affect the standard deviation of EF frequency distribution. Yet, as shown in our study, there were differences not only in total ET, but also in standard deviation when end-members were varied. Since METRIC's performance depends strongly on candidate pixel selection, one would expect differences in model performance with the five calibration pixel sets, and this is indeed what we observe.
Higher ET values are expected at the lower end of the distribution when calibrated using a cold pixel with minimum dT and lower ET values are expected at the higher end of the distribution when calibrated using a hot pixel with maximum dT. However, ET values can vary around the center of the distribution without discernable differences among results from various calibration sets.
As shown in the results, the model's performance varied not only with calibration pixel selection, but also with the analysis year. The poor performance of the model for 2014 could be due to the error involved with estimating net solar radiation in METRIC, which was inspected using flux tower data ( Figure 11 ). Other models (e.g., SEBAL or Two Source Energy Balance) which use evaporative fraction (EF) as the ratio of instantaneous LE to available energy (R n − G) to compute daily ET might perform better for conditions when the estimation of net radiation has larger biases. This effect can be seen in Figure 12 , which shows a comparison between instantaneous and daily EF and ETrF values computed using flux tower energy balance components. The higher r 2 value for ETrF than EF (between instantaneous and daily measurements) shows that instantaneous values of energy balance components transfer more consistently to daily scales when using ETrF. Consequently, the daily values of ET are more sensitive to errors in instantaneous values. Gonzalez-Dugo et al. [52] also showed that for models other than METRIC, use of EF improved the performance of the models as measured by reduction of the root-mean-squared error and increases in r 2 when compared to ETrF. However, we expect that METRIC, although it does not use EF, performs better for most other cases since it uses ETrF, which can capture advection. Significantly higher precipitation in 2014 than in the other years ( Figures 9 and 13 ) provides another possible explanation for the poor model performance that year. This might have caused the adjustment offset (T fac , which is subtracted from T s when selecting the hot pixel) to be erroneous since the relation used for T fac in our work was developed for a drier location in Southern Idaho during 2000. 
Use and Limitations of This Approach to Estimate Variability in METRIC Due to Calibration Pixel Selection
The results obtained here suggest that there can be substantial variation in ET values within calibration pixels when following the techniques outlined in Allen et al. [19] . The process outlined in our work provides a simple method to estimate variability associated with model calibration. It can now be more readily used by less experienced users since it requires much less expert intervention and can allow for quicker analysis using an automated setting. These factors enable its use to compute ET on an operational basis. Although the computational requirement might be higher with multiple results of each individual imagery, using a cloud-based platform such as Google Earth Engine significantly reduces the computational time and storage required.
There are some issues inherent to METRIC that remain challenges for successful application of the approach. Naturally, the results can only be as good as the model inputs. Another major issue during the calibration process remains accurately identifying clouds, shadows, and agricultural lands. Cloud effects were particularly evident when selecting cold pixels, though filtering the clouds through a 7 × 7 filter helped avoid inaccurate identification of cold pixels close to the clouds. Overall, the F-mask algorithm [26] identified clouds in most images, but some images still needed visual inspection to identify and delineate the clouds.
Since each pixel property is important for calibration, the accuracy of the final ET results is highly dependent on accurate agricultural area selection. Although we used USGS National Land Cover Database (NLCD) 2011 agricultural land data for calibration pixel selection, various classification algorithms can be used to first identify land cover types then use the classified land cover for calibration of the model if no land use data is available.
Calibration of METRIC needs a range of pixels having a wide range of evaporative stresses and assumes that there are areas of dry and of wet pixels. Using the approach outlined, different sets of calibration pixels could be used for different climactic and ground conditions. As an example, if the study area received high precipitation, a calibration relationship with lower dT values might perform better owing to the lowered sensible heat flux.
An appropriate area selection for model calibration is important so that the calibration relation of dT vs. T s remains linear. The area should have contrasting hydrologic regions (with highly irrigated and very dry areas), stable weather conditions, and relatively unchanging topography. For regions that do not have well-irrigated fields, researchers [50] have suggested using water bodies for selection of a cold calibration pixel. However, since the storage term in the energy balance formulation could have higher uncertainties, extra precaution and further study is needed prior to selecting a water body as the cold pixel.
Most major limitations of this study are the ones within METRIC. There are other sources of errors beyond calibration pixel selection, though Allen et al. [17] iterate that accurate calibration can reduce biases and errors in model. However, since there is no easy, specific method for identifying the accuracy of the calibration process, we assume that the calibration process reduced biases due to parameter selection in empirical relations used prior to calibration.
Conclusions
This study aimed to provide an approach for measuring the variability of watershed-scale ET estimates induced by human intervention in the calibration process. To do so, we examined the effect of anchor pixels on the performance of a satellite-based remote sensing ET model, METRIC. Differences resulting from anchor pixel set selection were shown to cause markedly different ET results, and we showed that including available energy when selecting a candidate pixel could improve the performance of the model. Based on this analysis, we demonstrate that the differences in ET, due to selection of a set of anchor pixels after the automatic selection process, of candidate pixels can range between 5% and 20%, based on the coefficient of variation. When compared to ET measurements from an eddy flux tower, the model's overall performance was best when the selected cold pixel had the minimum dT and the selected hot pixel had the maximum dT (from among all candidate pixels). Using these cold and hot pixels, ET results were more accurate than when using the traditional method of selecting a set of anchor pixels closest to the weather station (again from within a pool of calibration pixels). With an increasing volume of satellite image products, it can be expected that the use of models like METRIC will expand from roles as merely investigative research tools to serving as operational models for short-term and long-term decision-making. Our work aids in this transition by helping extend the domain of the model from well-trained modelers and experts to inexperienced and new users by providing a measure of uncertainty associated with the results. Models like METRIC must be calibrated for each specific image and being able to calibrate expediently is therefore crucial. With our study, a variability measure corresponding to selected calibration pixels around a specific weather station is easier to automate. Since our method of calibration does not strictly depend on closeness to a weather station, it can be more applicable for automating calibration of METRIC than the method outlined by Allen et al. [19] for cases when the reference weather station is not present within the image. It also provides a range of ET results that can be incorporated into uncertainty measures. Together, these will ultimately allow better water resources planning and management decisions.
Data Statement:
All raster data used in this study were obtained using from the GEE catalog and its functions. Use of GEE and its catalog requires creating an account with Google. The catalog provides a short description of the image, the bands available, and metadata or properties of the image. Images or raster data are provided as Image collections. For our work we used the following collections: 
Data extraction and use:
We present an example (using JavaScript in Earth Engine Code Editor at https://code.earthengine. google.com) which shows how to obtain NDVI for a Landsat 8 image using the GEE catalog and functionalities. 
